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Rebecca Minkoff is one of few designers to present her col-
lection at New York’s Fashion Week in person-but she’s
also betting on the power of streaming, using innovative

technology to immerse online viewers in her work. Just like at last
fall’s edition of Fashion Week, this spring’s collections will be pre-
sented almost exclusively online due to the Covid-19 pandemic-
and many of the major designers have opted out altogether. The
exceptions include Jason Wu, who held a show for 25 people on
Sunday, and Minkoff, who invited 100 people to a studio in Soho
to view her latest collection on Tuesday with mask-wearing and
social distancing required.

Thousands more watched on Instagram and Tik Tok, and on
Thursday her show will be available on Fashion Week’s official
website. The New York designer will also present the collection
on Yahoo on Wednesday, using extended reality technology to
offer a 360-degree show in collaboration with Yahoo Ryot Lab
and Verizon Media’s 5G content studio.

Using a cell phone, viewers will be able to focus in on pieces
from all angles to get a sense of the details-an option rarely avail-
able even from a show’s coveted front-row seats. “Immersive
content really helps to contextualize a collection and allows the
consumer to get up close with the designer and the garments
without stepping into a store,” Minkoff told the trade outlet
Women’s Wear Daily. But many people hold that nothing can re-
place seeing a collection in person.

“It’s a lot more exciting in person-you can feel the atmosphere
and you can see the fabrics better, there’s music. At home, in
YouTube, it doesn’t have the same vibe,” Russian model and blogger
Karina Bik told AFP after the show, which featured leather shorts
and summery maxi dresses in animal prints, and of course matching

masks. Esther Santer, a 30-year-
old fashion blogger, told AFP the
experience is “100 percent dif-
ferent” online: “You lose the en-
ergy, the magic of it all and the
social experience.”

“At the end of the day there’s
nothing like seeing how a gar-
ment moves, how it’s styled,
how it looks like in person,”
Santer said, praising Minkoff for
putting on a live show.  “It was
great to get out and take a taste
of Fashion Week because I
know we all miss it.”—AFP

New York designer Minkoff mixes
in-person show with ‘extended reality’

Hairdressers in Latvia are taking the unusual step of offering
their services in snowy forests or on frozen lakes as they
protest against COVID restrictions. “We cannot work other-

wise,” hairdresser Diana Silina told AFP as she prepared her
equipment on the icy surface of a lake outside the capital Riga.
Hairdressing and spa salons have been closed in Latvia since De-
cember 21 and outdoor contacts are limited to a maximum two
people-so hairdressers are only taking one client at a time. “We
don’t know whether even this way is fully legal, but we must try,
otherwise we have no income at all,” Silina said.

The hairdresser said her boyfriend was supporting her financially
and did not want her to risk a 500-euro ($600) fine. A supporter of
the initiative, Riga city councilor Ieva Brante, has also posted a
video of herself having her hair done in the middle of a forest where
she said there would be no police patrols. “Being a lawyer, I support
people finding legal ways around regulations, if that allows them to
work and earn their living,” she said on Facebook.

Brante’s hairdresser Zane Melnace was quoted by Polish
media as saying that she was calling the sessions “outdoor train-
ing” to circumvent the rules. “I want to work! Officially! And
now! Not in three weeks, two months or maybe another half a
year! I can’t wait any longer, because the monthly payments for
the apartment and the loan have to be made now,” she said.
Brante told AFP that after posting the video she was contacted
by the police but had not received a fine.

During a government meeting, Health Minister Daniels Pavluts
also reportedly signaled his tacit support for the initiative, saying:
“Getting your hair done in the forest is absolutely OK!” But two
professional associations representing beauticians and hair-
dressers are threating to sue the government in the Constitutional

Court if their work is not allowed to resume in some form. “The
decision to ban our services was taken without consulting us and
without statistics which would show that hairdressing spreads
COVID-19,” the associations’ leaders Sabine Ulberte and Renate
Reinsone wrote in a statement. 

Their move follows a similar lawsuit launched by the Book Pub-
lishers Association which led to the reopening of bookshops in

Latvia earlier this week, after no proof was found to link in-person
visits to bookshops with coronavirus infections. Parliament will
hold a special session on the issue after 10,000 signatures were
collected for a petition to allow hairdressers and other beauty
professionals to resume work. —AFP

Haircuts on ice in Latvia 
to protest COVID ban

A hairdresser cuts hair on the frozen lake Babelitis while a winter swimmer enjoy swimming in an ice hole, in Riga, Latvia. —AFP photos

Models pose during the Rebecca Minkoff Spring 2021 presentation
at Spring Studios during New York Fashion Week: The Shows
(NYFW) in New York City. —AFP photos


